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A popular specication style, particularly for the initial specication of a
system, is the constraint-oriented style, where the constraints are properties
required to hold of the nal system. This style is independent of the partic-
ular specication notation being used: properties are individually described,
and then composed (using, for example, parallel composition within process-
algebraic notations, or conjunction within logic-based languages) to form an
initial description of the system. This initial description can then be rened
down to a specication suitable for implementation, using the renement
principles and rules oered by the chosen notation. The appeal of this style
lies in the fact that the initial specication merely asserts properties of the
system, and makes no demands on how the system should be implemented.
So the specier may gain condence in the specication by, for example,
checking the logical consistency, and deducing further consequences of the
specication, before any consideration is given to implementation. Imple-
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mentation decisions are made during the renement steps, in which choices
left open by the specication are rened away.
One of the diculties of using this style is that, for any particular nota-
tion, certain types of constraints are much harder to capture than others. For
example, a language which captures abstract behavioural constraints may not
be able to capture so easily specic timing constraints. A logical extension
of the constraint-oriented style would therefore be to allow the specier to
capture individual constraints in any of a range of languages, and to provide
a formal semantic framework for combining these constraints and performing
the necessary consistency checking.
In this paper we propose such a specication framework, which allows
the specier a choice of two languages: Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP) [Hoa85] and a version of Propositional Temporal Logic (PTL), derived
from [Eme90].
CSP is a process-algebraic language designed for the specication and
analysis of parallel systems and (our version of) PTL is a real-time tem-
poral logic designed to capture time-dependent constraints concisely. The
behaviour of a CSP process is dependent on its environment; it is therefore
dicult to assert global properties. PTL can be easily used to express global
timing properties of systems, but it is less suited to describing the purely
behavioural aspects. We will therefore develop a framework in which a spec-
ication is a pair (P ; ), where P is a CSP process and  is a formula of PTL.
Global and timing constraints can be described within PTL, and behavioural
constraints can be described within CSP.
Both components of a specication have to be checked for mutual con-
sistency, to do this we present a common semantic framework for both PTL
and CSP. Since we wish to retain all the behavioural and all the timing infor-
mation in this mapping, we choose to use a real-time CSP semantic model.
However, the existing real-time CSP models [Ree88, Sch92, Dav93] insist
that recursive processes must be time-guarded, that is some time must elapse
between any instantiation of a process and its recursive invocation. This fa-
cilitates the task of semantically dening recursive processes, but goes against
the philosophy of the dual language style which we develop here. We there-
fore present in Section 2 a novel denotational model for CSP (which we call
M
U
, for unguarded CSP), which does not require recursive processes to be
time-guarded.
In Section 3 we present the logic PTL, and dene a satisfaction relation
between PTL statements CSP processes, to allow us to determine whether
processes and formulae are consistent.
In Section 4 we present the denition of a specication pair, give a re-
nement relation between specication pairs, and show how this renement
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relation is related to deduction within PTL and the common CSP notion of
renement. This is illustrated with a simple example.
The main contribution of this paper is therefore the framework of speci-
cation pairs, and further contributions are the development of a new CSP
semantic model and the interpretation of PTL formulae over this model.
2 The CSP model
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoa85] is a process-algebraic
language designed for the specication and analysis of parallel systems. It
is a language of processes and events: processes describe patterns of events,
and may be built up and combined using a set of powerful operators. The
language of CSP has been extended to include timing constructs, and a num-
ber of semantic models for real-time CSP have been proposed [RR86, RR87,
Sch92]. All these models require that processes be time-guarded| some time
must elapse between any instantiation of a process and its recursive invoca-
tion. Therefore all recursive processes must contain some timing information.
Consider, for example, a simple behavioural constraint as captured by the
CSP process
Light = on ! o ! Light
which requires that the light may initially switched on, and then may be
switched on and o alternately. If we wish to combine this constraint with
one which explicitly mentions timing values, we must rst interpret it within
a timed semantic model. But then we must insert a delay somewhere in the
process, which was not part of the original constraint. This is contrary to our
desire to separate as much as possible the concerns of timing and behaviour.
We therefore present in this section a new denotational semantic model
M
U
, which allows recursive processes to contain no timing information. In
doing so we build on the work on unbounded non-determinism presented
in [Ros93] and [Sch92], and the work on xed points of recursive processes
presented in [MRS95].
2.1 Notation
We assume a set of actions . A timed action is a pair (t ; a), where t 2 R
+
and a 2 . A timed trace is a sequence of chronologically ordered timed
actions. Timed traces may be nite or innite. The set of timed traces is
denoted TT .
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A timed refusal is a set of timed actions. Each timed refusal is associated
with a timed traces, and record the events which the process was seen to
refuse while performing that trace. The set of all refusal sets is denoted
RSET .
A divergence value is a non-negative real number, or the symbol1. This
records the time at which the process was seen to have diverged.
An observation is a triple (s;X ; d), where s is timed trace, X is a timed
refusal and d is a divergence value.
Some useful operators on traces and refusals are:
s " I extracts from the timed trace s only the timed actions with times
in the interval I , where I may be closed or right-open. It is dened as
hi " I = hi
(t ; a)
a




(s " I ) if t 2 I
s " I otherwise
We overload the extraction operator by dening it on refusals: X " I
extracts from the timed refusal X only the timed actions with times in the
interval I , where I may be closed or right-open.
X " I = X \  I
And as convenient abbreviations:
s;X  t = s;X " [t ;1)
s;X  t = s;X " [0; t)





and the end of a trace as
end s
a
(t ; a) = t
endhi = 0
The beginning and end of a refusal set are dened as
beginX = minft j 9 a  (t ; a) 2 X g; if X 6= ;
begin ; =1
endX = maxft j 9 a  (t ; a) 2 X g; if X 6= ;
end ; = 0
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The begin and end operators can be extended to whole observations:
begin(s;X ; d) = min(begin s; beginX ; d)
end(s;X ; d) = max(end s; endX ; d); if d is nite;
max(end s; endX ); otherwise:
We overload the subtraction operator (the addition operator is overloaded
in an analogous way), to allow us to subtract time values from traces and
refusals.
hi   t = hi
((u; a)
a
s)  t = (u   t ; a)
a
(s   t); if u > t
((u; a)
a
s)  t = s   t ; otherwise
;   t = hi
X   t = f(u; a) j (u + t ; a) 2 X ^ u > 0g
((u; a)
a
s) + t = (u + t ; a)
a
s
X + t = f(u + t ; a) j (u; a) 2 X g
Finally, we say that a trace s is a prex of a trace t if the trace s can be
extended to the trace t . Formally, we write this as




The syntax used in this paper is similar to real-time CSP. The signicant
dierences are: we include a second prex operator (!), and to simplify the
presentation, do not include message passing or variables.
If P is a process, t is a time value, I is an index set, A is a set of events
and a is a single event, then the syntax used in this paper is
P ::= ? j Stop j Skip jWait(t) j P j[A ]jP j P 2 P j
u
i2I
P j a ! P j a 7! P j P ; P j P .ftg P j P n A
These represent: the most nondeterministic process, ?; the broken pro-
cess, Stop; successful termination, Skip; delay, Wait(t); parallel composi-




rst form of action prex, a ! P ; second form of action prex, a 7! P ;
sequential composition, P ; P ; timeout, P .ftg P and hiding, P n A.
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2.3 The axioms




= TT TREF R
+
[f1g, which
satises the following axioms.
Axiom 1 The empty observation is an observation of any process.
(hi; ;;1) 2 S





;X ; d) 2 S ) 8 t 2 [end s; begin s
0
] 
r < d ) (s;X " [0; t);1) 2 S
t = d ) ((s;X " [0; t);1) 2 S
^
(s;X " [0; t); d) 2 S ))
t > d ) (s;X " [0; t); t) 2 S
Axiom 3 Refusal information is subset closed.
(s;X [ Y ; d) 2 S ) (s;X ; d) 2 S
Axiom 4 Maximal refusal sets exist.





;1) 2 S ^ X  X
0
^
8(t ; a) 2 R
+
   (t ; a) 62 X
0
)




" [0; t);1) 2 S
From this axiom, taken together with the chaos axiom below, we can
derive two important properties of observations within a CSP process. The
rst is that all observations may be extended
1
.






) is an extension of an observation















if d is nite
d
0
> end(s;X ; d) if d is innite
1
This is similar to the behavioural partial order in [Sch92].
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This is essentially an information ordering on observations. Information
may be added to an observation in two ways. The rst is by lling out
the information already contained, either by adding refusal information or
by improving divergence information, and the second is by increasing the
duration of the observation, by adding further trace, refusal or divergence
information.
A consequence of the above denition is the existence of point-wise max-
imal observations. A point-wise maximal observation is one which contains
complete information for every point in time, up to the end of the observa-
tion. Therefore the only way to add information to these observations is by
increasing their duration.





























) > end(s;X ; d)
Axiom 5 Divergence is chaotic. If an observation contains a divergence
value of d , where d 6=1, this means that the process diverged at or before
that time. This is consistent with the CSP philosophy of including all possible
observations after divergence.








+ d) 2 S
The nal axiom is a requirement that every nondivergent process may be
implemented deterministically, and furthermore that the process is equal to
the union of these implementations. Before we present it, we require some
denitions.
Denition 3 Renement is dened on processes as Q v P (Q is rened by
P) if and only if
8(s;X ; d) 2 P  (s;X ; d) 2 Q
or
[[P ]]  [[Q ]]
The lowest member of this order is ?, the highest are those that cannot
be further rened.
Denition 4 An observation (s;X ; d) 2 P is an earliest diverging observa-
tion in P , if d = minfd
0
j (s;X ; d
0
) 2 [[P ]]g.
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Predeterministic processes are deterministic until they diverge, if they do.
Denition 5 Process P is predeterministic if for all earliest diverging ob-
servations
(s;X ; d) 2 P ; (t ; a) 2 X 
t < d ) (s " [0; t ]
a
h(t ; a)i;X " [0; t);1) 62 P
Axiom 6 The nal axiom is then dened as
imp(P) 6= ; ^ P =
S
imp(P)
where imp(P) is the set of predeterministic implementations of P , dened as
imp(P) = fQ j P v Q ^ Q is predeterministicg
Alternatively the last axiom can be stated in terms of upward closure:
Denition 6 The upward closure of a set of observations in S is dened as
S = f(s;X ; d) j 8 t  (s;X ; d)  t 2 Sg
That is, if all nite prexes of an innite observation are in S , then the
innite observation is in S .
The last axiom simply states that predeterministic processes are equal to
their own closure.
2.4 The Equations




is a function from
CSP syntax to M
U
. It is dened inductively over the CSP operators as
F
U





[[Stop]] = f(hi;X ;1) j X 2 RSETg
F
U




;X)i;X ;1) j t
X























































is dened recursively as (assuming a 2 A; b; c 62 A)
hi j[A ]j hi = fhig
s
P
j[A ]j hi = fs
P
g




































































































is dened as the unique X such that
X  A = X
P




X  ( n A) = X
P
 ( n A) \ X
Q
 ( n A)
F
U
[[P 2 Q ]] = f(s;X ; d) j (s;X ; d) 2 F
U
[[P ]] ^




f(s;X ; d) j (s;X ; d) 2 F
U
[[Q ]] ^





[[P u Q ]] = F
U





[[a 7! P ]] = f(hi;X ;1) j a 62 (X )g
[










































is the time at which a is oered, t
a
the time at which it is accepted,
and t
P
the time at which the process P is initiated, then the denition is:
F
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[[P .ftg Q ]] = f(s;X ; d) j (s;X ; d) 2 F
U
[[P ]] ^
minfd ; begin sg 6 tg
[















































= X [ [0;minfend(s;X ); dg) Ag
2.5 Recursion
None of the above clauses explicitly introduce nite divergence values into
the observations of a process. We can only create divergent processes using
recursion. The semantics of a process X = F (X ), where F is a CSP process,
is given by the least xed point of the corresponding function over the domain
M
U
. As an example, consider the process P = a ! P . The traces generated








If the trace becomes innitely long at a nite time d , a divergence value of
d is introduced.
The exact semantics of the process P = a ! P is therefore given by
f(s;X ;1) j (s) = fag ^
a 62 (X ) ^
#(s) =1) end(s) =1g
[
f(s;X ; d) j 9 t 6 d  #(s " [0; t ]  a) =1 ^
8 t
0
< t  #(s " [0; t
0
) <1) ^
(s " [0; t
0
) = fag) ^




Standard CSP recursion theory [Hoa85, Ros88] cannot be applied, be-
cause the model M
U
is not a complete partial order (CPO). Further the
metric space theory of ordinary real-time CSP [Dav93] cannot be used, be-
cause the metric is not applicable. To see that M
U
is not a CPO, consider












does not have an upper bound. Any upper bound would
have to refuse a at all times, since for any time t we can always nd a process
which will refuse a at that time, but would not be able to refuse it forever,
since no individual component can. This is forbidden by the maximal refusal
set axiom: an action must be either possible or refusable at all times.
We therefore use the framework presented in [MRS95], which relies on
local cpo's.
Denition 7 A local cpo is a partially ordered set with a least element, in
which every directed subset with an upper bound has a least upper bound.
A local cpo is much weaker than a cpo. Obviously every cpo is a local
cpo, but in a local cpo we only require least upper bounds to exist when




with the nondeterminism ordering is a local cpo: it has a
least element, ?, and every directed subset with an upper bound has a least
upper bound.
Proof 1 Let S be a subset of M
U
, directed under the nondeterminism or-







is an upper bound for Sg. This is non empty, since S has at least one
upper bound, and it must be the least upper bound, since it contains all
other upper bounds. It is also a legitimate process, since it satises all the
process axioms.
Not all monotone functions over local cpos have xed points. To see why
this is so, consider the local cpo dened on the set Q = f
n 1
n
j n > 0g by






. The monotone function f maps each element to
the one above it, but clearly has no xed point.
In CSP terms, this means that not all monotonic chains of processes will









Wait(t) ; a ! Stop
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The limit of this chain must rene each element in the chain. Thus, in the
limit process, a cannot be oered at any time before 1, because for any time
before 1 we can nd a P
i
which does not oer a at that time. But on the
other hand a must be oered before time 1, since all elements of the chain
oer a before time 1. This contradiction ensures that the limiting process
does not exist.
A sucient condition for a monotone function over a local cpo to have a
xed point is for it to have a pre-xed point.
Denition 8 A pre-xed point of a function f over a set X is an element
x 2 X such that f (x ) 6 x .
If we can show that a pre-xed point exists, then the following theorem
shows that we can nd a xed point.
Theorem 2 X is a local cpo with least element ?, and f : X ! X is a
monotone function.
If x is a pre-xed point of f , then f has a least xed point given by
x (f ) = supff

(?) j  an ordinalg
Proof 2 Omitted, see [MRS95].
Theorem 2 only proves the existence of a xed point for functions which
already have a pre-xed point, i.e. a point x such that f (x ) 6 x .
In order to prove the existence of this pre-xed point, we use a dominated
convergence theorem.
Theorem 3 Let Q be a local cpo, E a set, i : E ! Q a function and
f : Q ! Q a monotone selfmap. Suppose there is a related function f such













If x 2 E is a xed point of f , then i(x ) 2 Q is a pre-xed point of f .
Proof 3 f (i(x )) 6 i(f (x )), and since x = f (x ) we conclude that f (i(x )) 6
i(x ). Thus i(x ) is a pre-xed point of f , as required.
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To apply the framework outlined above, we must produce a model which
dominates the model M
U
. We identify a space E , an injection function
i : E ! F and a function f : E ! E such that F
U
 i v i  f . These are
dened in Appendix A.
The denotation of recursive processes can then be dened in the usual
way, since the theory of local cpo's guarantees that all the relevant xed
points exist (see [MRS95] for details).
3 PTL
In this section we introduce the linear-time propositional temporal logic
(PTL) [Eme90], which will be used for temporal specications. Our ver-




express the fact that a process either does an action a or oers and action a
and the atom D expresses the fact that the process has diverged. The logic
is dened in terms of a satisfaction relation j=
t
between observations and
formulas of the logic. The expression (s;X ; d) j=
t
 asserts that the formula
 holds on the observation (s;X ; d) at time t . Observations in our model are
of two types: either they are extended innitely in time, that is end(s;X ; d)
is innite; or an observation ends at some nite time t . So the assertion
(s;X ; d) j=
t
 can never be true for t > end(s;X ; d), because we read the
assertion (s;X ; d) j=
t
 as the observation (s;X ; d) makes  true at time t .






for t <= end(s;X ; d) is then dened inductively as
follows. For atoms:
 (s;X ; d) j=
t
D whenever d 6 t ;




whenever (t ; a) 2 s;




whenever (t ; a) 62 X ;




asserts that the action a is actually per-
formed at time t . Note that we use negative information to characterize
oers. We say that an observation (s;X ; d) oers an a at time t if it does
not refuse it.
The connectives ^ and : are dened in the standard way:
 (s;X ; d) j=
t
 ^  whenever (s;X ; d) j=
t
 and (s;X ; d) j=
t
 ;
 (s;X ; d) j=
t




The operator U is standard to temporal logic. Here we simply translate it
into assertions on observations:









> t and j t   t
1
j<  














Other operators can be derived operators are dened in the usual way:
  _  is dened as : (:  ^ :  );
 )  is dened as  _ : ;
 3

 is dened as true U

,
 2 is dened as : 3(: ).
So far we have explained what it means for an observation to model
a formula of PTL. A process is a collection of observations satisfying the
consistency conditions from Section 2.3. This makes the denition of what it
means for a process to satisfy a formula slightly subtle. Because observations
in processes are prex-closed, it is not sucient to say that a process P
satises a formula  when all its observations do. Take for example the
process
a ! b ! Stop
intuitively this should satisfy the formula true U O
b
, but for example the
observation (<>; ;;1) does not eventually oer the action b. To avoid this
we say that a process P satises a formula  if for each observation in P
either it satises it or some extension does in the 
E
ordering.
A further problem arises because refusal sets in observations are also
downward closed, so given the observation
(<>; [0; t) fbg;1)
from the process a ! b ! Stop the process axioms require that the obser-
vation (<>;X ;1) where
X = f(t
0
; b) j t
0
< t and t
0
is rationalg
hence it can appear that the process is oering an action at every irrational
time point. So we rene the denition of a process satisfying a formula
further so that we only consider maximal refusal sets. This leads is to the
following denition.
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Denition 9 We say that a process P satises  (P j= ) if for all observa-
















This denition allows the use of an inferential style of reasoning via rules
such as:
P j= 







with the side condition (: ( ) : P
a
)). If  is true of the process
P , then when we consider the process a ! P we know that the event a is
oered immediately, and if it is performed then  will immediately become
true. Some rules are presented in Appendix B.
4 Specication and Renement
We now come on to an important notion in this paper, the idea of specica-
tion pairs. A specication pair combines a CSP process P and a PTL formula
 into a single pair (P ; ). This pair represents the subset of observations of
F
U
[[P ]] which satisfy . Specication pairs give a way of mixing two devel-
opment styles: process renement as used extensively in the CSP community
and the use of temporal logic for time-dependent system development.
As with the denition of j= relating processes and formulae there are some
similar technical considerations with incomplete observations which lead to
the following denition:
Denition 10 A specication pair is a pair (P ; ) consisting of a CSP pro-
cess P and a PTL formula, . It is dened in terms of observations as
(P ; ) = fo 2 F
U







It is important to realize that although the pair (P ; ) is a specication,
it does not always denote a CSP process, but represents a wider notion than
that of a process. It may then be unimplementable, for example:
(P = a ! P ;2(O
b
))
does not denote a process, because the process P is never able to oer a
an action b and therefore the process specication pair contains no observa-
tions. Such unimplementable specications can be dicult to spot and arise
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because the behavioural and temporal specications are in con
ict. Thus
when using specication pairs there are further proof obligations on the de-
signer to show that the components of a pair are consistent with each other
and that the specication is therefore implementable. Such proof obligations
seem unavoidable, in a system which allows such a wide separation of con-
cerns as we do here. Below we shall discuss some of the forms that such proof
obligations take.
As with ordinary CSP processes, process specication pairs can rened,
formally this gives:
Denition 11 (P ; ) is rened by (Q ;  ) (written (P ; ) v (Q ;  ) ) if
(Q ;  )  (P ; )
To connect standard process renement and deduction in PTL we present
the following proposition (where  `  indicates that  follows from  , the
deduction system in [Jac90] could be used to prove this):
Proposition 1
P v Q  ` 
(P ; ) v (Q ;  )
This proposition allows the two styles of development, process renement
and temporal logic deduction, to be combined in one framework.
Given a specication (P ; ), one way of showing that is it implementable
is by proving that it meets the axioms for dening a process. In practice
this would be tedious, but for various cases there simpler ways of checking
implementability.
Given a process Q , if Q j=  then it is easy to see that (Q ; ) is a
process, since (Q ; ) = F
U
[[Q ]]. This gives a simple sucient condition to
test whether a renement of a specication is a process.
An example development would start with a specication (P ;  ) and pro-
ceed by a series of renements:




) v : : : v (Q ; )
where the last specication can easily be shown to be an implementable
specication by showing Q j= . While Proposition 1 is powerful and useful
it provides no mechanism for moving information from a formula  in (P ; )
to the process P . We mention one proof rule which allows timing information
to be moved across:
(a ! Q ; ) Q j=   ` (: U
>
 )
(a ! Q ; ) v (a !Wait() ; Q ; )
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Returning to the example of Section 2, if we wished to insist that every time
the light was turned on, it stayed on for at least two seconds, we could write











which is rened by the above rule to











and further rened to
(Light = on 7!Wait(2) ; o 7! Light ; true)
However, some temporal logic formulae capture global constraints, and
can only be rened into the CSP process when the entire system has been
described. For example, if Light was only a subcomponent of a larger system,










could only be veried once the CSP description had been completed.
5 Recursion
Consider the CSP process X :F (X ). Iterations of the function [[F ]] = f give







(?) : : : v f
i
(?) v : : :
The lowest element of this chain, ?, has every possible behaviour. If we
said that the limit of a constructable chain models a formula whenever all
its approximations do, then the only formula that recursive processes could
model would be true.
We therefore consider only the non-divergent traces of an element of the
chain.
Furthermore, the fact that observations are prex-closed can present some
problems. As an example, consider X :a 7! X . One of the simplest things
which is true of this process is that it always oers an a. Therefore we
want X :a 7! X j= 2O
a
. But this does not hold initial segment of the
constructible chain, because once the a actions have been performed, the
process behaves chaotically. To solve this problem, we make use of the notion
of pointwise-maximal observations, the denition of which is repeated here
from Denition 2.
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) > end(s;X ; d)
We must also introduce a new notion of satisfaction which, although
dened for a general process, is designed to apply to recursive processes.
Denition 13 [[P ]] jj=
t
 whenever for all pointwise-maximal, nondivergent
(s;X ;1) 2 [[P ]], (s;X ;1) j=
t
, or some extension of (s;X ;1) does.
The above denitions allow us a form of Scott-induction for a certain
class of processes.
Denition 14 An pointwise-maximal admissable predicate is one which, if
it holds (in the sense of jj=
t
) for each nite element of a constructable chain,
also holds (again in the sense of jj=
t
) for the xpoint of the chain. Formally,








) [[X :f (X )]] jj=
t

Denition 15 A specication pair is a pair (P ; ) consisting of a CSP pro-
cess and a PTL formula. It is dened in terms of observations as























































(X :F (X );2: D) j= 
Proof 4 Consider (s;X ;1) 2 (X :F (X );2: D), where X is a maximal
refusal set.
Since  is a pointwise-maximal admissable predicate, it follows immedi-
ately that [[X :F (X )]] jj=.
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Thus if (s;X ;1) is pointwise-maximal then it follows immediately that
(s;X ;1) j= .
If (s;X ;1) is not pointwise-maximal, then we know that there exist
pointwise-maximal nondivergent extensions of (s;X ;1) in (X :F (X );2: D).
Since these are also in [[X :F (X )]], there is some extension of (s;X ;1) in
(X :F (X );2: D) which models .
Therefore either (s;X ;1) j= , or some extension does.
Theorem 5 All predicates (excluding those which includeD) are pointwise-
maximal admissable.
Proof 5 Consider (s;X ;1) 2 [[X :F (X )]]. If #s < 1 then (s;X ;1) 2
f
i
(?) for some i . If #s =1 then we perform a structural induction.
The atomic propositions form the base cases.
case P
a



















The remainder of the proof follows by a routine structural induction.
6 Conclusions, comparisons and future work
We have presented a specication framework which uses the languages of
CSP and PTL, and cleanly separates the concerns of behaviour and timing,
by allowing each constraint to be captured in the most suitable language.
We have developed an enhanced denotational semantic model for CSP, and
we have also interpreted the temporal logic PTL over this model. This has
enabled us to combine the two formalisms at the semantic level in a uniform
way, by the use specication pairs.
In [Jac90] the author presents a way of relating temporal logic with real-
time CSP. The semantics for the temporal logic is given as a Kripke model,
and to express properties of time-guarded processes the model of [Sch89]
is reinterpreted as a Kripke model. The emphasis there is on the relation
between the two models, and it is essentially concerned with the form of the
relation j=
t
. Whereas in this work we have developed a framework, which
allows properties from both models to be combined.
In [Sch97], a theory of timewise renement within the context of CSP is
presented. This has a very similar goal to the work presented here, in that
it allows the translations of specications and proofs of correctness between
timed and untimed semantic models. The timed interpretations proposed
in [Sch97] initially allow more timed processes to be renements of untimed
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ones, but the parallel composition operator does not in general preserve re-
nement. In our approach the timed interpretation is more selective, and
parallel composition preserves renement.
A dual language specication framework is proposed in [Bla94], using
LOTOS and a temporal language called QTL. In that work, rather develop
a common semantic model, the author presents a specialised technique for
verifying a specication of a system presented both in QTL and LOTOS
against it requirements (described in QTL). The work is carried out with the
specic application domain of multimedia systems in mind.
Many questions remain open, while it is theoretically possible to reason
about systems using the semantics the derivation of useful proof rules is of
importance, these are being investigated in the context of a case study. An
area of possible further research is to investigate the techniques developed in
model checking [ACD93] to derive an algorithm for automatically checking
that a process P meets a specication .
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A The predeterministic space
The space O
P
of predeterministic processes consists of all processes which
satisy axioms 1-5 and are predeterministic. The function F
P
over the space
of predeterministic processes dominates the function F
U
. For every process
P which may be constructed using the CSP operators, the corresponding
process P constructed using the dominating operators will always dominate
the process P . F
U









































































is dened recursively as (a 2 A; b; c 62 A)
hi j[A ]j hi = fhig
s
P
j[A ]j hi = fs
P
g


























































































[[P2Q ]] = f(s;X ; d) j (s;X ; d) 2 F
P
[[P ]] ^




f(s;X ; d) j (s;X ; d) 2 F
P
[[Q ]] ^
(hi;X " [0; begin s] [ s " [t ; t ];1) 2 F
P
[[P ]]g
Dominated internal choice is easily dened
F
P
[[PuQ ]] b= F
P
[[P ]]
The immediate prex choice introduces no nondeterminism
F
P
[[a 7!P ]] b= F
U
[[a 7! P ]]




[[a!P ]] b= F
U
[[a 7! P ]]






The sequential composition operator may introduce nondeterminism at
the point of transfer of control. For example, if a single copy of the action a
is observed, then it is nodeterministic whether or not control has passed in
the process
P = (a ! Skip
2
Skip) ; a ! Stop
To resolve this, we give the action X precedence over all other actions.
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FP
[[P ; Q ]] = f(s;X ; d) j (s;X [ [0;minfend(s;X ); dg  fXg; d) 2 F
P
[[P ]] ^
X 62 (s) ^





































) fXg;1) 2 F
U
[[P ]] ^











































The timeout operator may introduce nondeterminism at the point of
transfer of control. If both processes can perform the same action at time
t , then the decision as to which process survives is nondeterministic. We
resolve this by insisting that at time t , the second process may only perform
events which the rst process is incapable of performing.
F
P
[[P.ftgQ ]] = f(s;X ; d) j (s;X ; d) 2 F
P
[[P ]] ^
minfd ; begin sg 6 tg
[
















(hi;X " [0; t ] [ fs
Q












The hiding operator may introduce nondeterminism into a process, since
dierent observations may become identical after hiding. We resolve this
using a choice function choose, which provides a unique way of choosing a
single action from any set of actions.
F
P













































(u)(t) is the set of events from A open to the process P at time t
after the trace u.
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P j=  Q j=  
P u Q j=  _  
? j= true
P j=  Q j= 











P ; Q j=  U
<
 






P j=  Q j=  
P .ftg Q j=  U
<t
 



























are not subformulae of
, for all a 2 A.
Table 1: Rules for combining processes and formulae
B Rules for nite processes
In this section present a set of rules for nite processes (processes which
are constructed without recursion) which connect the processes constructors
with the rules of the logic. The rules which are routine to work out are in
table 1.
The immediate form of the event prex operator has the rule
P j= 







with the side condition (: ( ) : P
a
)). If  is true of the process P ,
then when we consider the process a ! P we know that the event a is oered
immediately, and if it is performed then  will immediately become true.
Unlike the process a 7! P , the process a ! P introduces two arbitrary















with the same side condition: (: () : P
a
)).
The rule for parallel is more complicated. A rst attempt, considering
only the empty synchronisation set, would be something like: (where P jjj
Q = P j[ ; ]jQ)
P j=  ^ Q j=  
P jjj Q j=  ^  
but we can nd a simple counter example. Consider the processes b 7! Stop
and c 7! Stop. It is easy to see that b 7! Stop j= 2(: O
c
) and c 7! Stop j=
true, but it is equally clear that a 7! Stop j[ ; ]j c 7! Stop 6j= 2(:O
c
). The
diculty arises because  can assert negative information about Q and there-
fore to state the rule properly we have to characterise negative information.
Thus we dene two operators `neg' and `pos' on formulae which capture pos-
itive and negative assertions about events. These operators are dened by
mutual recursion:










pos( ^  )=pos( _  )=pos()[pos( ) neg( ^  )=neg( _  )=neg()[neg( )
pos( U  )=pos( S  )=pos()[pos( ) neg( U  )=neg( S  )=neg()[neg( )
neg(: ()) = pos() pos(: ()) = neg()
We add the following two side conditions to the rule:
neg() \ (neg( ) [ pos( )) = ; neg( ) \ (neg() [ pos()) = ;
The formula  must contain no negative information about any event in
 , unless that event is also in the synchronisation set, and similarly for  .
The rules presented above are not complete in two senses. First, we have
not presented rules for all of the CSP operators. Second, the rules dier
from the derivation rules found in [Dav93] where the rules are complete in
the sense they completely characterise the behaviours of CSP operators in
logical terms. But these rules dier from ours in using the full power of rst
order logic, as opposed to PTL in this paper. Although it is not possible to
make the rules complete in the sense [Dav93], using PTL simplies reasoning
about specications. Furthermore, it seems that the rules could be made
complete using rst order temporal logic as opposed to PTL and this is
being investigated.
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